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Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for the debate. I personally believe this debate was an interesting 

debate combating the idea of banning a technology due to severe consequence it has towards 

existing progressive movement with the idea medicinal method as a facility to happiness as long as it 

was based on choice and consent. The dynamic was good, I like how both teams have clear effort  to 

engage one another with your ideas which made the flow of the debate so enjoyable to follow. 

However, I believe one team has done a better job in this debate and therefore deserved to be the 

winner in this round. So for that, congratulations opposition for winning this round. 

There are basically three reasons why I believe opposition should be more upper handed than 

government and able to win this debate. The first is based on the role fulfillment both teams have 

provided. I believe that when you are opening the debate, it’s important to characterize the relevant 

actors there, in this case they are the government who makes the policy, gay community, and also 

society outside gay community like the doctors performing medical activity, conservative society and 

also moderate society. In this case, the credits that was successfully stolen by the opposition is the 

characterization of layers in gay community such as religious gays, gays around conservative family 

and their situation in developed and developing country. Furthermore there’s also explaination 

about doctors performing medical method itself, they mentioned how doctors got code of ethic and 

also bound by financial reasons to provide right treatment to the right patient which I believe helpful 

in building their case. As for government, what I think lacking from you is more explanation on gay 

community, about reasons they are being discriminated, the actor who discriminate or support 

them, their reasons, etc. Because without that characterization, it’s kind of hard to accept your 

arguments talking about their assumed action if this motion is passed/not passed.  

The points of characterizations were also helpful in helping opposition win in terms of arguments 

provided in this debate. With analysis on the layers of gay community who wanted to change 

because of family or religious reason, I can understand the reason why people should have the 

choice to opt in to this medicinal method. I also think the analysis on this medicinal method as a way 

to pursue self determination and happiness was well established by both speaker. While from the 

government, I don’t catch any explaination on how making gay as sickness will necessarily create 

discrimination or negative stigma to the extent that they will be forced to change or harming the 

progress of gay movement. In the end, I’m unable to see what factor would be harming gay 

community so much when gay is claimed as sickness, so I believe opposition did better in 

characterizing and setting up the debate as a whole. 

In terms of response and dynamic, like what I have said I think both team have done their share of 

effort to extend this debate by rebutting each other. Opposition’s response to the government idea 

that it will increase discrimination was to reduce the signifficance of that by saying that protection 

could and would be granted to gay community who are unwilling to change. Coupled with analysis 

about clinical condition of gays as an analysis why legalyzing medicinal method is not necessarily 

making a condition as sickness, I see this response as effective since it’s diminishing the signifficance 

of discrimination government side has provided but also looks simplistic since explaination about 

how supports would not be diminished because of this new medicinal method was not explained 

much. Tackling this one when explaining about characterization of developed countries society 



would be helpful to make a better response at this aspect. Government’s response to opposition’s 

analysis was that the option gay people took when they changed their sexual preference would be 

irrational decision due to pressure from family and society. It is an interesting response but I don’t 

catch any explaination how pressure would result in irrational decision, the poi ofered by opposition 

asking about the role of doctors as a control to select which patient was rational or irrational was 

also not answered satisfyingly. A clarification made by opposition regarding doctor’s interest in 

serving right service to the right people due to their oath and risk to be sued financially successfully 

tackled that idea. So for the response, I believe opposition was also better than the government. 

There are other things coming from opposition about how distrust to government could come from 

society and also risk of unregulted medical practices, but since this is hal BP, I couldn’t count that as 

comparation between opposition and government. But I will discuss this my later post which 

hopefully would be up shortly after this. Thank you for reading thorugh my written adjudication, 

your feedback regarding my adjudication would be greatly helpful and appreciated! 


